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Abstract
This paper reports the development of microelectromechanical metrology tools to characterize liquid and gaseous jets generated from microfabricated nozzles with diameters ranging from 1 to 12 m. Microcantilever sensors with either piezoresistive elements or integrated heating
elements have been fabricated and applied to measure thrusts, velocities, and heat transfer characteristics of micro/nanojets. Piezoresistive
cantilever measurements showed that liquid butane microjets from a 6 m diameter nozzle achieved velocities 40–60 m/s for driving pressures 0.6–1.4 MPa. Jet velocities estimated from cantilever measurements agreed well with shadowgraphy results within 12.5% without any
correction factor. A microcantilever with integrated heating elements measured cooling capacities of liquid butane microjets on the order of
10−5 W/K.
© 2006 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Micro/nanoscale jets have potential applications in drug
delivery [1], microsurgery [2], inkjet printing [3], microelectronics cooling [4,5], and precision manufacturing [6]. While
O(100–1000 m)-scale high speed gaseous jets have been investigated as potential actuators for flow control applications, little
work has been reported on free liquid and gaseous jets having
characteristic scales that extend below 10 m the jet diameter
becomes comparable to or even smaller than the wavelength of
the light source employed, optical metrology such as particle
image velocimetry (PIV) and laser Doppler velocimetry may
not be viable. Hot-wire anemometry (HWA) has been miniaturized using microfabrication techniques [7] but its size is still
comparable to or larger than the nozzle diameters, such that hotwire sensors could not be fully submerged into micro/nanoscale
flows. Moreover, the hot-wire is generally too fragile to be inter-
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faced with liquid jet environment. Flow visualization techniques
such as Schlieren photography, interferometry, and shadowgraphy are also challenging even for the liquid jets that have a
distinctive refractive index compared to the ambient.
Microfabricated cantilevers have become perhaps the most
widely used transducer for sensing and actuating at the nanometer scale [8] with the major application being atomic force
microscopy (AFM). In AFM operation, a force can bend the
cantilever and the amount of deflection is recorded using various mechanisms such as optical sensing [9,10], piezoresistive
sensing [11,12], capacitive sensing [13], and thermal sensing
[14,15]. Besides AFM application, microfabricated cantilevers
have been employed for acceleration sensing [16], bio/chemical
detection [17–20], radio frequency microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) switches [21], local control of chemical vapor
deposition processes [22], and nanoscale deposition of solid
materials [23,24].
Recently, microcantilevers also have been used as metrology
tools to measure fluid properties and investigate flow characteristics. Micromachined silicon cantilever beams have been applied
in liquid flow volume sensing [25,26] and highly sensitive
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piezoresistive cantilevers have been introduced for measuring
air flow velocity in a small pipe [27]. Microcantilevers immersed
in viscous fluid have been characterized [28] and applied to measure viscous drag [29]. AFM cantilever based anemometers have
been designed to measure gas and liquid flows with high spatial
and temporal resolution and demonstrated turbulent flow measurements in both air and water [30]. Due to their high deflection
sensitivity and small minimum detectable deflection in the subnanometer regime, microcantilevers are promising candidates
for micro/nanojets flow characterization.
Among microcantilever sensing mechanisms, piezoresistive
and thermal sensing are best suited for liquid and gaseous jets
environment. With the liquid jet impingement, optical sensing
using a laser and position sensitive diode could generates
spurious signals due to the refraction in the liquid around the
cantilever. Capacitive sensing usually requires electrode structures that could block the jet flow and limit cantilever deflection.
Free standing structures are preferred for micro/nanojets metrology since they can be fully exposed to the jet environment.
Piezoresistive sensing is well suited for deflection, thrust,
and velocity measurement for both liquid and gaseous
micro/nanojets. Since a commercial piezoresistive cantilever
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was readily available, it was introduced to verify the working
concepts. After that, customized piezoresisitve cantilevers were
fabricated considering problems associated with the commercial
cantilevers.
For heat flux measurements of micro/nanojets, another type
of cantilever which has an integrated heating element (heated
cantilever) was introduced. The heated cantilevers were originally developed for data storage [31,32], but have recently
been redesigned and fabricated at Georgia Tech to extend their
functionality. By mimicking HWA, the heated cantilever can
interrogate the cooling capacity of micro/nanojets by monitoring heat transfer between the integrated heating element and
micro/nanojets environment.
Based on previously reported work [33], this paper presents
novel metrology applications of microfabricated cantilevers to
investigate micro/nanojets flow. The jets were generated from
micromachined silicon nozzles defined in the chip plane, connected to a small-scale pressurized reservoir [34]. Liquid butane
and gaseous nitrogen jets ejected from 1 to 12 m diameter nozzles have been characterized with the microcantilever sensors.
Piezoresistive cantilevers were used to extract jet thrust and
velocity from the measured beam deflection and heated can-

Fig. 1. (a) SEM micrograph of a fabricated heated cantilever; (b) IR micrograph of the fabricated heated cantilever with electrical heating; (c) SEM micrograph of a
fabricated piezoresistive cantilever; (d) optical micrograph of a commercial piezoresistive cantilever.
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tilevers were used to estimate either the heat transfer coefficient
or cooling capacity of micro/nanojets.
2. Experiments
The experimental setup consisted of a high pressure fluidic
system including microfabricated nozzles, optical diagnostic
tools, high resolution positioning systems, and microcantilever
sensors. Fig. 1(a and b) shows scanning electron microscope
(SEM) and infrared (IR) microscope images of a fabricated
microcantilever heater, respectively. Fig. 1(c and d) shows a
SEM image of a fabricated piezoresistive cantilever and an
optical micrograph of a commercially available piezoresisitve
cantilever, respectively.
The heated AFM cantilevers were made using a standard
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) process generally following a documented fabrication process [31] but modified to suit our fabrication facility [35] and briefly summarized as follows. The
fabrication process started with a SOI wafer of orientation
1 0 0, n-type doping at 2 × 1014 cm−3 having a resistivity of
approximately 4  cm. The cantilever tip was formed using an
oxidation sharpening process [36] and had a radius of curvature
near 20 nm. The cantilever was made electrically active through
two phosphorous doping steps: first, the two parallel cantilever
legs were doped to 1 × 1020 cm−3 and the heater region near
the free end of the cantilever was doped to 1 × 1017 cm−3 . After
metallization and lift-off to define aluminum contacts, the backside of the handle wafer was etched by reactive ion etch (RIE)
until the buried oxide layer was exposed. The cantilevers were
finally released by 15 s dip in 49% hydrofluoric acid.
Besides using commercially available piezoresistive cantilevers, silicon cantilevers with an embedded full piezoresistive
Wheatstone bridge have been fabricated to minimize temperature effects due to jet cooling while monitoring jet thrust.
Assuming that all four resistors on the cantilever see approximately the same temperature, temperature changes will not
cause a bridge output signal. The particular cantilever shown in
Fig. 1(c) has a length and width of 400 and 80 m, respectively,
and is comprised of a 6 m thick n-type epitaxial layer, covered by a 1.0 m PECVD silicon dioxide film. The embedded
piezoresistive Wheatstone bridge uses a picture-frame layout
with diffused p-type resistors having a final sheet resistance of
65 /. The electrical interconnects are formed by 200 nm thick
aluminum lines. A metal line running along the perimeter of the
cantilever can be used for magnetic excitation of the cantilever
at its resonance frequency at 54 kHz, allowing us to measure the
mass deposition by the microjet. The cantilevers are released by
a combination of anisotropic wet etching from the back of the
wafer using a 6 M KOH solution and an electrochemical etchstop technique and RIE from the front of the wafer to define the
final lateral dimensions.
Fig. 2 shows the experimental setup that accommodates the
two different types of microcantilever sensors. Both microcantilever and microfabricated nozzle are controlled by independent
three-axis motorized transverse stages with 50 nm resolution.
The flow field is illuminated using a double-pulse ND:YAG
laser (532 nm) where the pulse duration is on the order of 5 ns.

Fig. 2. Experimental setup which enables to switch two different types of microcantilever sensors. Double frame CCD camera with pulsed laser is used for
shadowgraphy and normal CCD camera with co-axial illumination is configured
for monitoring cantilever motion and coarse alignment. Both microcantilever
sensor and microfabricated nozzle are mounted on independent 3-axis motorized stages.

Instantaneous images of the flow are captured using a PIV
charge coupled device (CCD) camera having 1008 × 1018 pixels
equipped with a high-magnification microscope lens. The lens
system consists of a 50× infinity corrected microscope objective lens coupled with a 6.5:1 zoom lens having 0.7–4.5 zoom
ratio for a total maximum magnification of 228×. The smallest
achievable field of view measures 28 m on the side. For coarse
alignment and quick inspection, another CCD camera in conjuction with a 12:1 zoom lens and a 5× microscope objective
lens is configured.
Measurements were made on jets of liquid butane and
gaseous nitrogen. Liquid butane has a surface tension of
0.0123 N/m and a vapor pressure of 0.22 MPa at standard temperature and pressure. Fig. 3 shows the constructed fluidic system which can generate high-speed sub-micrometer-scale jets.
In this system, nitrogen was used for pressurizing. The maximum
operating pressure of the present system was 34.5 MPa. The system was vacuumed to remove air as far as possible and then the

Fig. 3. Fluidic system diagram. The maximum operating pressure of the present
system is 34.5 MPa. Before the system is filled with liquid butane, it is first
pressurized slightly above its vapor pressure using nitrogen, and then butane is
pumped into the reservoir to the desired level. The system is then pressurized
again to the desired driving pressure using nitrogen. Both liquid and gaseous
micro/nanojets can be driven with this fluidic system.
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liquid butane was pumped into the reservoir to the desired level.
The system was then pressurized to the desired driving pressure using nitrogen. The microfabricated nozzle was directly
connected to the reservoir and designed to minimize volume
and the possibility of nitrogen pockets. With the needle valve to
the liquid butane supply closed, gaseous nitrogen jets could be
driven.
Once the position of the nozzle and reservoir assembly was
fixed, the piezoresistive cantilevers were brought close to the
jet and scanned over the entire effective flow field. The precalibrated commercial piezoresistive cantilever with its single
piezoresistor was embedded in an off-chip Wheatstone bridge,
whose output signal was amplified by a differential amplifier. The cantilevers with embedded piezoresistive Wheatstone
bridge were directly interfaced with the measurement equipment. The heated cantilever was stationary such that the heating
element near its tip could be fully exposed to the jet environment during jet impingement. Since the resistance change of the
heated cantilever was much larger than that of the piezoresistive cantilever, measurements were done with a voltage divider
having one off-chip resistor connected in series to the cantilever heater. All cantilever types were powered by a Keithley
SourceMeter 2400 and monitored by an Agilent 34401A multimeter. Both liquid and gaseous jets were tested using two
different types of microcantilevers.
3. Cantilever calibration
The experimental procedure began with calibration of the
microcantilever sensors. The temperature of the liquid butane
jet is well below room temperature while the temperature
of the gaseous nitrogen jet is close to room temperature.
Since piezoresistive cantilevers with a single piezoresistor are
sensitive to deflection and temperature, they must be calibrated
independently for both. A calibration setup was constructed
using a precise motorized micro-transverse stage and an
optical microscope. Fig. 4 shows the calibration results of a

Fig. 5. Temperature calibration results of a commercial piezoresistive cantilever.
Wheatstone bridge outputs were measured at different cantilever temperatures
in the cryostat. The sensor read out changes in a parabolic fashion with the
sensor temperature under the assumption of thermal equilibrium between the
piezoresistive cantilever and the mounting stage in the cryostat.

commercial piezoresistive cantilever embedded in an off-chip
Wheatstone bridge with applied deflection. The voltage from the
Wheatstone bridge increases linearly with cantilever deflection.
The calibration was repeated during liquid jet impingement.
The deflection sensitivity with jet impingement was identical
to that without jet impingement such that each output due to
mechanical deflection and temperature change could be added
together.
Silicon piezoresistors exhibit a strong temperature coefficient
of resistance (TCR), and any cantilever with a single piezoresistor must be temperature compensated to obtain the actual
cantilever deflection. To this end, the commercial piezoresistive cantilever was placed in a cryostat to check the temperature
dependence of the cantilever resistance as shown in Fig. 5. The
sensor read out changes in a parabolic fashion with the sensor temperature under the assumption of thermal equilibrium
between the cantilever and the mounting stage in the cryostat. The piezoresistive cantilever signal, V, is approximated
by
V = aδ + b(T − Tc )2 + c

Fig. 4. Voltage read out from a Wheatstone bridge as a function of deflection of
the commercial piezoresistive cantilever with 2 V bias voltage. Both calibrations
with and without jet impingement show the same deflection sensitivity. The
offset due to environmental temperature change should be considered to get
actual cantilever deflection.
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(1)

where δ is cantilever deflection, T the effective temperature
of surroundings, Tc the critical temperature where ∂V/∂T = 0,
a the deflection sensitivity, b the temperature sensitivity, and
c is the maximum temperature offset at the critical temperature.
In contrast to the piezoresistive cantilever, the heated cantilever is barely sensitive to the applied deflection, and only
a temperature calibration with electrical power excitation is
required. Since the heated cantilever consists of highly doped
conductive legs and a low doped resistive heater, there is well
known effect called “thermal runaway” where the cantilever
TCR changes from positive to negative [37]. The resistance of
the heated cantilever was calibrated using a Quantum Focus
Instruments InfraScope II IR microscope with electrical heating
at relatively low temperature where the cantilever shows positive
TCR and results are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Measured electrical resistance of a heated AFM cantilever as a function
of cantilever tip temperature calibrated using an infrared microscope. The resistance of the heated cantilever was calibrated using an IR microscope at relatively
low temperature where the heated cantilever has positive TCR.

Fig. 8. Deflection of the commercial piezoresistive cantilever as the cantilever is
traversed through liquid butane jets where butane microjets are generated from
a 6 m microfabricated nozzle with 130 m separation between the cantilever
and the nozzle. Each deflection curve has a plateau which indicates that the
cantilever deflection is nearly constant once the jets are blocked completely by
the cantilever and there is negligible torsional motion.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Piezoresistive cantilever sensor
Piezoresistive cantilevers were employed first to estimate
thrusts and velocities of the micro/nanojets. The piezoresistive
cantilever was scanned over the effective flow field of both liquid
and gaseous micro/nanojets. During scanning, the sensor outputs
were recorded and processed to extract the actual deflection
of the cantilever using the aforementioned calibration results.
Then, cantilever deflections were used to extract jet thrusts and
velocities.
Fig. 7 shows the commercial piezoresistive cantilever
impinged by a liquid butane jet from a 12 m diameter nozzle.
The cantilever shows a significant deflection of about 20 m
when the liquid jet impinges on its bottom side and the liquid

butane jet still has a small portion of vertical direction velocity
component after impinging the cantilever. We conclude that the
vertical momentum of the liquid jet is not fully transferred to
the cantilever.
Fig. 8 shows the measured cantilever deflection as the cantilever is traversed through liquid butane jets generated from a
6 m microfabricated nozzle with 130 m separation between
the cantilever and the nozzle. Each deflection curve has a plateau
which indicates that the cantilever deflection is nearly constant
once the liquid butane jet is blocked completely by the cantilever
and there is negligible torsional motion.
When the liquid butane jet is aligned to the center of the
cantilever in the scanning direction, the jet thrust, F, can be
obtained by
F=

2L3
kδ
d 2 (3L − d)

(2)

with the assumption that the piezoresistive cantilever has a uniform rectangular cross-section from its free end to clamped base
and experiences pure bending. L is the cantilever length, d the
distance from the clamped base to the center of the jet, and k is
the spring constant [38]. The distance d was measured with a PIV
CCD camera and the spring constant (k = 1.4 N/m) of the commercial piezoresistive cantilever was obtained using an AFM
system before jet testing. The jet velocity, ν, could be estimated
by

F
ν=
(3)
CρAjet

Fig. 7. Piezoresistive cantilever deflects when the liquid butane jets impinge
on the bottom surface of the cantilever. Small portion of the butane jets still
have vertical direction velocity components after impinging on the piezoresistive
cantilever. Momentum of liquid jets is not fully transferred to the cantilever when
the nozzle diameter is comparable to the cantilever width.

where C is the momentum transfer correction factor, ρ the density of the fluid, and Ajet is the cross-sectional area of the jet
[39].
Three assumptions are made to estimate the jet velocity. First,
the cross-section of the liquid jet is a perfect circle with a diameter measured using a PIV CCD camera. Second, the density of
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Fig. 9. Measured jet velocities as a function of driving pressure extracted
from the piezoresistive cantilever measurements and shadowgraphy. Since jet
momentum is partially transferred to the cantilever when the nozzle diameter is
comparable to the size of the cantilever, a momentum transfer correction factor,
C needs to be introduced for better velocity estimation. When C = 1, the piezoresistive cantilever measurements have no more than 12.5% error. The velocity
data obtained from the piezoresistive cantilever show best agreement with the
measured velocity using the shadowgraphy when C = 0.8.

the liquid jet does not change much with driving pressure after
the jet is ejected from the nozzle. The third assumption is that a
momentum transfer correction factor should be introduced for
better estimation since momentum of the liquid jet is not completely transferred to the cantilever when the nozzle diameter is
comparable to the cantilever physical dimension. Eq. (3) calculates jet velocities at different driving pressures with and without
a reasonable correction factor and Fig. 9 compares the results
with jet velocities obtained using laser shadowgraphy. When
C = 1, the piezoresistive cantilever measurements have no more
than 12.5% error. The velocity data obtained from the piezoresistive cantilever measurements show best agreement with the
shadowgraphy results when C = 0.8 meaning 80% of the jet
momentum is actually transferred to the cantilever. The momentum transfer correction factor will approach unity as the nozzle
size gets smaller such that more accurate velocity measurement
can be made with nozzles having sub-micrometer diameter.
The cantilevers with embedded piezoresistive Wheatstone
bridge were used to characterize liquid butane jets ejected from
a 10 m nozzle with square cross-section. Fig. 10 shows the
extracted deflection based on the output signal of the Wheatstone bridge biased with 1 V as the cantilever is traversed across
the jet. The deflection sensitivity of the cantilever is 1.01 mV/m
for a bridge bias of 1 V and was measured by deflecting the cantilever tip with a probe tip mounted on a micropositioning stage,
while monitoring the deflection through an optical microscope.
The jet impinges onto the cantilever at a distance of approximately 50 m from the tip, the distance from orifice to cantilever
was 480 m and the scanning speed was 0.7 m/s. The recorded
piezoresistive signal is the result of a convolution of the crosssection of the jet (with a diameter of about 15 m at 480 m
distance from the orifice) and the width of the cantilever. As a
result, the cantilever is deflected for a scanning distance larger
than the actual cantilever width of 80 m. As we scan the can-
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Fig. 10. Deflection of the piezoresistive cantilever with embedded Wheatstone
bridge while scanning a liquid butane jet ejected from a 10 m × 10 m square
nozzle at a pressure of 3.8 MPa across the cantilever with a speed of 0.7 m; the
jet impinges on the cantilever 50 m from its free end and the distance between
nozzle and cantilever is approximately 480 m; the cantilever has a deflection
sensitivity of 1.01 mV/m at 1 V bias.

tilever across the jet, we can identify three distinct regimes.
A first peak in the piezoresistive signal usually appears when
the jet first impinges on the cantilever. After this initial peak,
the deflection first stabilizes until it suddenly drops by approximately 0.2 m. The observed pattern is symmetric and we see a
sudden increase in deflection by 0.2 m as we continue to scan
across the beam. Just before the jet stops impinging on the surface, another, usually less pronounced, peak is observed. The jet
coming from a 10 m nozzle deposits significant liquid butane
in form of liquid bubbles on the cantilever. After starting to
impinge on the cantilever, butane bubbles initially form on both
the upstream and downstream sides of the cantilever (region (a)
in Fig. 10). Once the jet is completely blocked by the cantilever,
only its upstream side is wetted by the bubbles and the deflection
reduces by approximately 0.2 m (region (b)). Finally, while
leaving the cantilever, bubbles again form on both sides (region
(c)). During impingement, butane bubbles frequently form and
evaporate, resulting in small transient peaks in the output signal. Using the simulated spring constant (k = 14.5 N/m) of the
fabricated cantilever, a thrust and jet velocity of approximately
12 N and 10 m/s can be estimated for the liquid butane microjet
ejected from the 10 m nozzle (P = 3.8 MPa) at 480 m distance
from the orifice.
Gaseous micro/nanojets were also tested using the same fluidic system with the needle valve for liquid butane supply closed.
Fig. 11 shows the measured cantilever deflection as the commercial piezoresistive cantilever is traversed through gaseous
nitrogen jets generated from a 1 m microfabricated nozzle with
27 m separation distance between the cantilever and the nozzle. The driving pressure varies from 6.8 to 10.6 MPa. In contrast
to the liquid jet, the gaseous jet shows almost symmetric deflection curves having a maximum deflection when the cantilever is
aligned to the center of the nozzle. As an example, Fig. 11(b)
shows a Gaussian-like deflection curve when the driving pressure is 9.65 MPa [see cross-section AA in Fig. 11(a)].
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Fig. 11. (a) Contour plot of deflection of the piezoresistive cantilever as the cantilever is traversed through gaseous nitrogen jets. (b) A Gaussian-like deflection curve
when the driving pressure is 9.65 MPa. (c) Linear relationship between cantilever maximum deflection and driving pressure. Gaseous nitrogen jets are generated
from a 1 m diameter nozzle with 27 m separation between the cantilever and the nozzle.

Fig. 11 also shows that the effective flow field of the gaseous
nitrogen jet does not change within the tested pressure range.
The effective flow field of gaseous nitrogen jet was much wider
than that of liquid butane jet even though a much smaller diam-

eter nozzle was configured. It can be inferred that the gaseous
jet sprays out while the cross-section of the liquid jet remains
uniform as shown in Fig. 12 even though the gaseous jet cannot be visualized at the moment. With the cantilever physical

Fig. 12. (a) Configuration of nozzle and cantilever for liquid and gaseous jets. In constrast to liquid jets, gaseous jets tend to spray out. (b) Gaseous jets can have
much larger effective flow field than liquid jet even with smaller diameter nozzles.
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dimension and the measured effective field, the spray angle of
the gaseous nitrogen jet, θ, can be defined as


reffective field − rnozzle
(4)
θ = 2 × arctan
dseparation
where reffective field is the radius of effective flow field, rnozzle the
radius of the microfabricated nozzle, and dseparation is the separation distance between the cantilever and the nozzle. For the
tested pressure range from 6.8 to 10.6 MPa, the radius of effective flow field measured about 25 m and separation distance
was 27 m. We conclude that the 1 m diameter nozzle has a
spray angle of about 84◦ for gaseous nitrogen jets.
Fig. 11 also shows the linear relationship between the cantilever maximum deflection and the driving pressure using
gaseous nitrogen jets from the 1 m diameter nozzle. Once the
driving pressure is fixed, the cantilever maximum deflection can
be estimated. Local thrust and velocity estimations for gaseous
jets are not possible since the interaction between the cantilever
and gaseous jets is more complicated because the gaseous jet
sprays out and impinges on the cantilever with a finite angle
other than 90◦ . If the piezoresistive cantilever approaches the
nozzle exit within sub-micrometer proximity, the effective field
of gaseous jets becomes small such that the thrust and velocity
can be characterized as local flow properties.
4.2. Heated cantilever sensor
Heated cantilevers can detect changes in power dissipation
and cooling capacity of micro/nanojets by heat transfer since
heated cantilevers are very sensitive to small thermal agitation.
The experiments above were repeated using a heated cantilever
which has an integrated micro-heater near its free end to investigate the cooling capacity of the liquid and gaseous microjets and
thermal transport between the cantilever heater and the impinging jet environment.
The heater region of the cantilever was aligned to and
impinged by a liquid butane jet from a 10 m diameter nozzle.
Fig. 13 shows that the resistance of the heated cantilever changes
with the dissipated power in the cantilever with and without
jet impingement. Without jet impingement, the results show
typical nonlinear electrical properties of the heated cantilever
[40]. When the liquid butane jet impinges upon the cantilever
heater region, the cantilever can dissipate more power without
significant temperature rise. Fig. 13 also exhibits discontinuities representing local vaporization of a liquid butane droplet
and each discontinuity is associated with a critical power. At
each critical power, the cantilever electrical resistance and corresponding cantilever heater temperature increase all of a sudden
and that critical power increases as the jet velocity increases.
A liquid butane droplet is observed around the heated cantilever legs at lower power than the critical power; however, the
droplet vaporizes and disappears at higher power as shown in
Fig. 14. Fig. 14(a) shows the heated cantilever and liquid butane
jet from the 10 m diameter nozzle before the cantilever heater
is submerged in the butane jet. Fig. 14(b–d) shows that the liquid
butane jet impinges on the heating element near the free end of

Fig. 13. Resistance of a heated cantilever as a function of dissipated power with
and without additional cooling by liquid microjets. Without jet impingement, the
results show typical nonlinear electrical properties of the heated cantilever. With
jet impingement, the cantilever can dissipate more power without significant
temperature rise. There are discontinuities representing local vaporization of
liquid butane droplet and each discontinuity is associated with a critical power.
The inset shows the critical power increases as the jet velocity increases.

the cantilever at different cantilever powers where the measured
jet velocity is 18 m/s. When the cantilever power is 5.5 mW or
less, a liquid butane droplet is observed around the heated cantilever legs. As power increases, the size of the droplet tends
to decrease. The butane droplet vaporizes completely when the
cantilever power is increased beyond 6.0 mW. Before the liquid droplet vaporizes, the cantilever is almost fully surrounded
by the cold liquid jet environment and resistance versus power
(R versus P) plots are independent of the jet velocity. Once the
droplet vaporizes completely, the heated cantilever can dissipate more power at same electrical resistance as the jet velocity
increases as shown in Fig. 13. Measured power when the vaporization occurs definitely depends on the droplet size. However,
it is not possible to separate the measured power into dissipation due to vaporization and dissipation due to impinging jet
near the cantilever free end since we only measured total power
dissipation.
Micromachined hot-wire flow sensors [7] have been developed by several research groups to provide high spatial resolution, better uniformity, fast time response, and mass productivity.
They have a thin wire element which acts as both Joule heater
and temperature sensor and two parallel prongs which support
the wire element and act as electrical leads. In steady state
operation, the power generated by Joule heating is balanced by
convection to the external flow and conduction through the support prongs. They are designed to minimize conduction heat
loss through the support prongs in order to enhance sensitivity.
The thermal measurement using the heated cantilever mimics
HWA. Heated cantilevers can be operated with constant driving
current or fixed heater temperature using appropriate feedback
loops such that a constant temperature or a constant current
anemometer can be constructed based on the heated cantilever.
The heated cantilever herein has a resistive heater area sized
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Fig. 14. (a) The heated cantilever and liquid butane jets from a 10 m diameter nozzle before the heating element is submerged into the butane jets. The liquid butane
jets impinge on the heating element near free end of the cantilever at different cantilever powers where the measured jet velocity is 18 m/s. Cantilever powers are:
(b) 1 mW, (c) 5.5 mW, and (d) 6 mW, respectively.

5 m × 10 m and the heater region was directly exposed to jet
impingement. Therefore, gaseous jets which spray out or liquid jets from a nozzle larger than 10 m are preferred to fully
immerse the heater area in the jet environment. To measure liquid
jets from much smaller nozzles, the heater size should be scaled
down. In contrast to micromachined hot-wire sensors, a significant amount of heat conducts through the cantilever legs and it
depends upon the external environment. Therefore, a heat transfer simulation including relevant heat transfer mechanisms is
required to estimate cooling capacity or heat transfer coefficients
of microjets.
Using the thermal resistance network employed in previously published analyses of heat transfer in the heated cantilever
[15,41,42], a one-dimensional finite difference heat transfer simulation was performed to estimate the thermal conductance
– cooling capacity – via the microjets. With the cantilever
heater temperature maintained at 150 ◦ C, the thermal conductances between liquid butane jets and the cantilever heating
element were 0.0197, 0.0231, and 0.0275 mW/K when the jets
velocities were 18, 26, and 30 m/s, respectively. These numbers are comparable to heat transfer accompanied by phase
change [43].
Heated cantilevers were also tested with gaseous nitrogen
jets from the 10 m diameter nozzle. Fig. 15 shows the cantilever electrical resistance as a function of the dissipated power
in the cantilever at various driving pressures where the heated
cantilever is located 700 m above the nozzle exit. First, the
electrical responses of the heated cantilever remain unchanged

as long as the driving pressure is less than 1.36 MPa. As the
pressure increases, the R versus P curves are shifted to higher
powers such that the cantilever can dissipate more power at fixed
cantilever heater temperature. At pressure higher than 8.16 MPa,
the flow velocity of the nitrogen jet becomes saturated and no
more changes in the electrical response will be expected beyond
this pressure. Since the heated cantilever is strongly sensitive to

Fig. 15. Cantilever electrical resistance as a function of dissipated power in
the cantilever at various gaseous nitrogen jet driving pressures where a 10 m
diameter nozzle is used with 700 m separation between the cantilever and the
nozzle.
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any change which affects the heat transfer, it can be inferred that
the momentum of the nitrogen jet becomes negligible at pressures less than 1.36 MPa with a separation distance of 700 m
between the cantilever and the nozzle. The shifted R versus P
curves in the intermediate pressure ranges indicate the enhanced
cooling capacity of nitrogen jets.
The gaseous nitrogen jet sprays out such that the effective
flow field and momentum of the gaseous jet strongly depend on
the separation distance between the cantilever and the nozzle.
Therefore, the separation distance is a very important parameter
required to explore for gaseous micro/nanojets.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]

5. Conclusions
Liquid butane and gaseous nitrogen jets generated from 1 to
12 m diameter nozzles have been characterized with piezoresistive and heated microcantilever sensors. Our results show that
the piezoresisitve cantilevers measure jet thrusts ranging from
30 to 75 N and estimate jet velocities of 40–60 m/s during
liquid butane microjets impingement from a 6 m diameter nozzle. Estimated jet velocities agree to the shadowgraphy results
within 12.5% without introducing any correction factor. More
accurate velocity measurement can be made with nozzles having
sub-micrometer diameter without any correction factor since the
momentum transfer correction factor will approach unity as the
nozzle size gets much smaller. The piezoresistive cantilever sensors can also investigate the effective flow field, estimate spray
angle of the gaseous jet, and inspect nozzle cloggness.
With the heated cantilever, local vaporization of butane
droplets and the localized cooling capability of the liquid microjets were examined. Finite difference heat transfer simulations
showed the cooling capacity of the liquid butane microjet was in
the order of 10−5 W/K for single phase cooling. There was a critical power indicating vaporization of the liquid butane droplet
and the critical power increased with jet velocity. The heated
cantilever could also detect small changes in the jet velocity and
flow rate of gaseous jets.
Our results demonstrate novel microcantilever-based metrology for investigating both liquid and gaseous micro/nanoscale
jets.
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